
Social media: it’s all 
about engagement, 
right? 



What brands think consumers want 

Brand 
Consumer 



What brands think consumers want 

Engagement 
“If I am engaged with my consumers, 
that must mean they really love me” 





An example of engagement 



 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTCwPlWzZnQ 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTCwPlWzZnQ


 



There are two types of Engagement 

The engagement brands want 
to have with their consumers 

The engagement consumers 
want to have with brands (but 

were unable to have BSM) 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3qltEtl7H8 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3qltEtl7H8


Brand ‘engagement’ 

Superficial 

Manipulative 

‘Loyalty’ 

‘Passion’ 

‘Respect’ 

‘Love’ 

But… it works! 

Huge gap with 
consumers 
definition of these 
terms 



At best it can give you warm and 
fuzzy moment before you get on 
with your life 

And when you come to make a 
purchase decision, the faint 
afterglow of that moment may 
just be enough 





THE GREAT THING ABOUT 
ADVERTISING IS THAT 
NOBODY TAKES IT 
PERSONALLY 



There are two types of media 
environment 

World of the audience 
Low engagement, high reach 

World of the individual 
High reach, high engagement 



There is a new game in town 

• A game where people do take it 
personally 

• Emotional stakes are hugely higher 

• What is the role for a brand – can 
you even play at this table? 



There is a game you can play 

Listening to your 
consumers and 
answering the 

****** question 

Brand 
Consumer 



Complaining / 
trying to change 

something 

Looking for 
information 

Talking to friends 



Brand ‘Engagement’ Consumers’ Engagement 



“@eurostar Train stuck at bxl midi 
for last hour.  What’s happening?” 

“@eurostar Will now miss my 
train home. Can you help me? 

“@RichardStacy #eurostarnews 
problem with power transmission 
around Lille. http://bit.ly/0216YL  
for latest info 







The four engagement spaces 

23 

CONVERSATION 

CONTENT 

COMMUNITY 

Saying something supportive 

Saying something critical 

Asking a question for which 
your brand is the answer 

Willing to help you do it 
better 



 

Creating The Expectation 
of Listening 



What is the 
ROI of 
listening? 

Value of 
participation 

Value of the 
contact 



Value of contact 

100 

100 x 1,000 = 100,000 

100,000 x 365 = 36.5million 



Value of participation 

KachWachi has saved 
Logitech $150,000 in 
call deflection costs 



One final reason 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q6i0Hjphvzk 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q6i0Hjphvzk




An ad is an 

answer to a 

question that 

no-one ever 

asked 



What engagement space are you 
going to play in? 

Marketing 
Director’s 
engagement Social engagement 

Don’t play the 
love explosion 
game 

Just listen and answer 
the xxxxx question 





Questions 


